Associative memory for auditory-cued events involves specific plasticity in the primary auditory cortex (A1) that facilitates responses to tones which gain behavioral significance, by modifying representational parameters of sensory coding. Learning strategy, rather than the amount or content of learning, can determine this learning-induced cortical (high order) associative representational plasticity (HARP). Thus, tone-contingent learning with signaled errors can be accomplished either by (1) responding only during tone duration (''tone-duration" strategy, T-Dur), or (2) responding from tone onset until receiving an error signal for responses made immediately after tone offset (''tone-onset-to-error", TOTE). While rats using both strategies achieve the same high level of performance, only those using the TOTE strategy develop HARP, viz., frequency-specific decreased threshold (increased sensitivity) and decreased bandwidth (increased selectivity) (Berlau & Weinberger, 2008). The present study challenged the generality of learning strategy by determining if high motivation dominates in the formation of HARP. Two groups of adult male rats were trained to bar-press during a 5.0 kHz (10 s, 70 dB) tone for a water reward under either high (HiMot) or moderate (ModMot) levels of motivation. The HiMot group achieved a higher level of correct performance. However, terminal mapping of A1 showed that only the ModMot group developed HARP, i.e., increased sensitivity and selectivity in the signal-frequency band. Behavioral analysis revealed that the ModMot group used the TOTE strategy while HiMot subjects used the T-Dur strategy. Thus, type of learning strategy, not level of learning or motivation, is dominant for the formation of cortical plasticity.
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Introduction
The cerebral cortex is acknowledged to be a major site of memory storage. A deeply ingrained and generally implicit assumption is that learning-related cortical plasticity reflects the amount of learning: the greater the learning, the greater the plasticity. However, to the best of our knowledge, this assumption has never been evaluated empirically. The current study directly speaks to this issue by training two groups of rats to solve an auditory-cued task to different degrees of correct performance and evaluating the amount of learning-related plasticity in the primary auditory cortex (A1). Different amounts of motivation were used to control the levels of asymptotic performance so that a highly-motivated group (HiMot) was expected to exhibit significantly better performance than a moderately-motivated (ModMot) group. The assumption would be supported by finding greater physiological plasticity in A1 in the HiMot group than in the ModMot group. However, the reverse finding would both challenge the assumption and require a novel explanation of factors that are critical for the magnitude of the formation of cortical plasticity during learning.
The metric of cortical plasticity employed in the present study is referred to as ''high order associative representational plasticity" (HARP). It transcends measures of the development of plasticity (usually increased neural response) to signal sensory stimuli, such as conditioned stimuli, which can provide information only about the changes in neural responses for cue stimuli themselves (see Weinberger, 2007) . As memories comprise information about specific events, i.e., they have content, an alternative approach is needed to determine the extent to which the plasticity constitutes the representation of specific acquired information.
A solution has been to use a hybrid experimental design in which sensory physiology methods are combined with standard behavioral training protocols. For example, it is possible to determine the effects of a learning experience on the receptive fields or the topographic organization of sensory cortex of the signal cue (reviewed in Weinberger (2007)). This approach provides such information by revealing the effects of a learning experience upon the sensory dimension of the cue. For example, in the case of a tone, the hybrid design would reveal the extent to which behavioral learning is accompanied by a systematic change in
